THE WISDOM OF BRUCE LEE
A TIEEB TALE
By Ted Wong
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Bruce Lee once purchased a tiger skin in Hong
Kong. At the time he had
told me that this particular
skin was the second largest
tiger skin in existence -and I believed it! The skin
was so big that when it was
compietely stretched out, it
took up almost all of the
space on the floor of his
office at his home on
Roscomare Road in Bel Air.
Bruce had layed it out over
the top of a table that stood
roughly knee high in the
center of his office.
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One day when I was at
Bruce's house, I noticed
Bruce leaning against the
doorway to his office and
staring at the tiger rather
intensely. I should point out
that the way Bruce's home
in Bel Air was laid out,
Bruce's office was on one
side of the hallway, while
the bedrooms were in two
rooms across the hallway
and situated just down the
hall from his office. In any
event, Bruce continued to
stare at this tiger skin for
several minutes without
saying a word. Then, after
several additional seconds
of contemplation, he took
notice of me and said, "You
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Bruce Lee (right) takes shares an off camera moment with his wife Linda (left) during a break from filming
The Game of Death in1972. Bruce rests his feet on the head of the tieer skin that taueht him a valuable lesson
about himself two years earlier.
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evening when I was standing at this very same spot,
looking at this tiger skin, all
of a sudden, through my
imagination I thought that
the tiger came alive and
started to come toward me
in the doorway. Without any
conscious effofi or thinking,

ll

I

stepped fbrward towards
the advancing image of the

I

tiger to intercept it, because

J

I realized that Linda,
Brandon and Shannon were
in the next room. I stepped
right in front of the door tc
block its way. I always
knew that I would protect
my family, but that was the
iirst time -- at that instant -that I received intemal con
firmation on an emotional
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level that I would protect my family to
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death -- without thinking twice about it. I
woirld save lny fan-rily."1hen he srniied at me
in the way that only Bruce could smile and
said "And I feel very ,eood about that."

Linda still has this tiger skin -- in fact,
you can see it in the movie "The Game of
Death," as Bruce had Dan Inosanto sit on it at
the beginning of their fight scene which was
to take place in what was to be called "The
Ternple of the Tiger." But when Br-uce told me
this, I realized that he was referring to taming
the tiger of our fears, doubts and insecurities.
At some point in our iives. we realize that we
have overcorne our fears and fion-r that we
learn something about ourselves, what we are
.,
. . capable of, what ollr courage is in the face of
,.,,.. adversity, and what we truly value enough to
',:". ,
give our life for. For Bruce Lee, he lear.ned
,,,,,, that it was his wife and children, and that he
',:': would be willin-s to go up against impossible
',,,1..t,. odds --even death -- rather than to ever see
et them placed at risk.
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Tigers were among Bruce Lee's favorite
animals. He hung a black and white photo
of one in his office at the Golden Harvest
studios in Hong Kong (below), and purchased the skin of what was considered in
1970 to have been the second largest tiger
in existence (left).
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An Explanation of the logo for Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
By Tommy Gong
The Yin-Yang symbol emphasizes the
continuous unceasing
interplay between
the two forces of the
universe
and
-Yin
Yang

Bruce Lee's
Chinese signature
represents the
transition of the

more traditional
martial arts forms
to more personal
forms of human
expression, just as
Bruce Lee went
from a structured

art like Wing

Bruce Leets personal
chop represents the

Chun Gung Fu to
a less structured
Jun Fan Gung Fu,
to later develop
the formless form
of his own personal self-expression,
Jeet Kune Do.

foundational building blocks of the art;
a structure to be

built upon for personal growth.
Nevertheless this

foundation must be
maintained from
generation to generation.

The creation of the new logo for Jun Fan
Do was the result of six months of
deliberation on the part of the Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do Nucleus.
Jeet Kune

written with the lower part of the character
signifying slanting sunrays, while the upper

part represents the sun. Yang can

represent

anything as positiveness, activeness,

Jirmness,

pedal and release the other. So the movement
of going forward required this "oneness" of
pumping and releasing. Pumping is the result
of releasing and vice versa, each being the

An Expranarion of rhe Erements ';,:::";k:!i:'rr':!:';#::';r::;;::i';::!' ii::::Hr":,:;:iil,"!::::;:#;';:;!:,y;:

Bruce
martial artists is to identify these two forces ,
school Yin andYang, as dualistic (thus the so-called
symbol:
soft styles and the firm styles). Yin-Yang is one

It would be appropriate to use
Lee's own words to explain the original
emblem, the yin and yang
,,rKD

is basert on the symbot of yin
Yang, a pair of mutually complementary
interdependent forces that act

and

co-exist. Instead of mutually exclusive, they
are mutually dependent and are afunction
each of the other. In the Yin-Yang sltmbol there
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and tially one, or as two co-existing forces of one balance in life, for nothing can survive long
continuously, indivisible whole. They are neither cause and by going to either extreme, be it pure Yin (gentleness) or pure Yang (.firmness). Notice that
effect, but should be looked at as sound and
without cessation, in this universe. In the
the stffist tree is most easily cracked, while
abote symbol, the Yin andYang are two inter- echo, or light and shadow. If this "oneness" is
the bamboo or willow survive by bending with
locking parts of "one whole," each containing viewed as two separate entities, realization of
within its confines the qualities of its comple- the ultimate reality of JKD won't be achieved. the wind. In JKD, Yang (firmness) should be
concealed in Yin (gentleness) and Yin in Yang.
In reality, things are "whole" and cannot be
mentaries. Etymologically, the characters of
separated into two parts. When I say the heat Thus a JKD man should be soft yet not yieldYin and Yang mean darkness and light. The
ing,firm, yet not hard."
makes me perspire, the heat and perspiring
ancient character ofYin, the dark part of the
circle, is a drawing of clouds and hill. Yin can are just one process as they at'e co-exisrent
According to Nucleus member Dan Lee,
and the one could not exist but for the other.
represent anything in the uniyerse as: nega"Bruce added two arows around the Tai Chi
If a person riding a bicycle wishes to go
tiyeness, passiveness, gentleness, internal,
circle to further emphasize that the JKD fightinsubstantiality,femaleness, moon, darkness, somewhere, he cannot pump on both pedals at
ingtechniquesmustcontaintheharmonious
thesametimeornotpumpingthematall. In
night,etc.Theothercomplementaryhalf of
interplay of Yin (pliable, yielding) and Yang
order to go forward, he has to pump on one
the circle is Yang, which in its ancient form is
KNOWTNG rS NOT ENOUGH Q Wtnrrn, tOOe
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own strengths and weaknesses, we
can improve our martial skill as
well as our daily living. Like he
said, "Knowledge ... ultimately,
means self-knowledge." With this
freedom to improve our skill and
life in any way that we like, one is

Br-r.rce Lee's entire body of work.
Furthermore, the squarish look of the symbol
connotes that this is the foundational building
blocks of the art; a structure to be built upon
for personal growth. Nevertheless, this foundation is maintained from peneration to qeneratlon.

of

able to honestly express one's self.

The symbol in the bottom left
square is Bruce Lee's personal
"chop," which comes from a tradi-

As the spiritual father of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, Bruce
Lee continues to inspire us toward our own personal

tional Chinese seal. Chops have
been used in China for more than
thirty centuries to stamp documents
and works of art with a signature
or seal of authority. Comprised of a
stone with its impression carved
into the bottom, chops were significant in ancient China, since emperors would seal important documents with them. If a document
was not sealed with the emperor's
chop, the recipient would become
suspicious. Reading ['rom right to
left and top to bottom. the meaning
of the Chinese characters is "Lee
Jun Fan Meng." Meng simply
means name. Hence, "By the
Name of Jun Fan Lee."

liberation.
(firm, assertive) energies." It is to emphasize
the continuous, unceasing interplay between
the two forces of the universe: Yin and Yang.

The Chinese phrases surounding the
symbol are: "Using No Way as Way" and
"Having No Limitation as Limitation," pronounced "Yee Mo Faat Wai Yao Faat" and Yee
Mo Haan Wai Yao Haan," respectively.
Regarding the first statement, one is to
approach combat without any preconceived
notions, and simply respond to "what is." In
this way, the martial artist is adaptable and pliable enough to fit in with the opponent and
situation instantaneously. He is using no particular or set way that was preconditioned in
him. "No-mindedness" is a term often used to
describe this state of unconscious consciousness or conscious unconsciousness. And,
indeed, it is an ideal state that is difficult to
attain, but which one aspires to. In addition,
one tries to be like water when using this "noway" approach. Water automatically assumes
the container that it is poured in, thereby constantly fitting in with and adapting to the situatlon.

By having no limitation as the only limitation, one can transcend mafiial arts boundaries that are set by style, tradition, race, individual preferences, etc. Lee gave the JFJKD
man the freedom to explore other martial arts
with the only limitation being that he only has
two hands and two feet and the objective is
how to use them to lhe maxtmum.
Furthermore, Lee wanted us to search deep
within ourselves to find what works best for
each one of us. No longer are we dependent
on the teachings of various styles or teachers.
But bv takins an honest assessment of our

The character in the bottom
right square is Bruce Lee's personal signature
in Chinese. an artistic rendition of the.Chinese
character "dragon," pronounced "Loong" in
Chinese. Bruce Lee had been nicknamed "the

little dragon" since childhood as he had been
born in the year of the dragon. According to
the Chinese astrological calendar, dragons are
passionate, honest, brave, and sofrhearted, but
somewhat stubborn,
very healthy and energetic. They are intelligent, gifted, and often
perfectionists.

The chop and Loong signature are positioned on the bottom to symbolize that this art
is built upon Bruce Lee's legacy. Jun Fan Jeet
Kune Do is dependent on Brrtce Lee and his
growth in the martial arts. Without Bruce Lee,
this art would collapse as it would have no
foundation. The order of the chop to the
loong signature is to symbolize the transition
of the more traditional forms of martial arts to
more perional forms of human erpression.
just as Bruce Lee went from structured Wing
Chun Gung Fu to a less structured Jun Fan
Gung Fu, to later develop the formless form,
Jeet Kur-re Do. We are to utilize Bruce Lee's
life as an inspiration to achieve our full poten-

tial in martial arts and life, in general. At the
same time" the structure of JFJKD is maintained with the inspiration planted in each student to work towards personal liberation.

It is the objective of the JFJKD Nucleus
to presewe and perpetuate this inspiration for
future generations with the highest degree of
accuracy in the contexts of physical/technical
training, philosophical thought, and historical
background. And this is illustrated by the Jun
Fan Jeet Kune Do Symbol, a registered trademark of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do. which cannot
be used legitimately by any person unauthorized to do so by the Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus.

The use of the
three elements
explained above is to
symbolize that Jun Fan
Jeet Kune Do is Bruce
Lee's personal afi as
signified with his personal stamp and signature. Jun Fan Jeet Kune
Do is Bruce Lee's personal growth in the
martial arts, not anyone
else's personal growth.
This is the fbunder's art.
The Positioning of
the Elements
The elements are
organized such that it
be in the form of a
chop, and rightly so. It
is the official seal of

JFJKD, the organization
dedicated to the preservation and perpetuation

With keenly cultivated philosophical insights, Bruce Lee put much
thought into the creation of his initial logo for Jeet Kune Do.
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ASK BRUCE tEE
Jeet Kune Do & Wing Ehun
Gompiled & Edited by John Little
Dear Bruce: It would appear that much of Jeet Kune
Do is based upon the "style" of Wing Chun Gung Fu
(i.e., the "sticking of the hands" exercise and the "tucked
in elbow"). Is this so?

BRUCE LEE: The foundation of Jeet Kune Do is
very much like Wing Chun in that it advocates elbows in
position, the center line and straight punching. Now there
are three stages in the cultivation of Jeet Kune Do, each
of them interrelated. The first stage is "sticking to the
nucleus;" the second stage, "Liberation from the nucleus;"
the third stage, "returning to original freedom."
Classically speaking, sticking to the nucleus is merely
based on the interior/exterior straight line and rejects the
curved line on the idea that the shofiest distance between
two points is a straight line. True, the straight line is very
efficient (depending on the circumstances, that is), but
rejection of the curve will lead to separation from the
whole and the totality will not be achieved when men
stubbomly cling to one partial view of things. After all, a
good martial artists should be able to strike and kick from
all angles and , with either hands or legs, take advantage
of the moment. Therefore, straight punching in Wing
Chun becomes a means to an end, but not the end itself,
and it should be reinforced and supported by other compact angle punches and kicks as well, thus, as whole,
making one's style more flexible without confinement or
limitation. Like western boxing, Jeet Kune Do is most
fluid and the fluidity of movements lies in their interchangeability. By combining the first and second stages
we have the natural returning to original freedom, and
that is, the absence of a standardized style, the notion of
attaching to a method, or the idea of rejecting the straight
or the curve. Any action that is based on a set, conditioned course is the action of choice and such action ts
not liberating and will create conflict and resistance. After
all, you can straight-punch a swinger and cutve a straight
puncher; someiimes the straight is useful, sometimes the
curve, depending on the ciicumstances. In the eyes of
combat there is not a set course, but the totality of action,
and in this totality there is nothing to choose and nothing
better or worse. One can say that fhe pivot of Jeet Kune
Do passes through the center where the curve and straight

Although Bruce Lee began his formal martial art training in Wing Chun (top)'
over time he dissolved the parameters of the art to create what he considered to be
a more direct and personal experience of the simple, direct and free-flowing
nature of combat "in its suchness" (below left), which included placing more
emphasis on full-contact sparring (below right).
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While his early training involved extensive practice on the Wooden Dummy (below), which is a staple in the Wing Chun system, Bruce
Lee's later training focused more on mobility and sparring with a living, moving and reacting opponent (top),
converge and . in the ultimare. Jeet

Kune Do is a circle without circumference. "In the landscape of spring there
is neither better nor worse;The flowering branches grow naturally; some long,
some short" (a Zen saying).
Source: Bruce Lee quoted from the
magazrne article entitled Bruce Lee
Talks Back: Readers Sounding Board,

Black Belt Magazine, January, 1968
iSSUE,

In each issue of "Knowing Is Not
Enough," Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus membe, John Little will cull
through the Bruce Lee archives. pouring
over Bruce Lee's various interviews,
notes, letters and writings, to provide
you the reader with answers to your
questions about Bruce Lee, his life, his
art, his philosophy, with words directly
from Bruce Lee himself. Please send
your questions for this column to "Ask
Bruce" c/o The Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do
Nucleus, 4201 96'7 E. Parkcenter
Boulevard, Box 177, Boise, Idaho,
83706, attn: John Little.
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THE BRANDON tEE MEMORIAT COTUMN
Thoughts and Opinions From Brandon Lee

"We reduce ourselves at a certain point in our liyes to kind nfsolely pursuing things that we already know how to do. You know,
because you don't want to have that experienc:e of not knowing what you're doing and being an amateur again. And. I think that's
rather uifortunate. It's so much more interesting and usually illuminating to put yourself in a situation where you don't know what's
going to happen, than to do something again that you already know, essentially, what the outcome will be within three or .four points

cither wuy."
-Brandon

Lee

Source: Brandon Lee in conversation with Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus member, John Little, recorded in August, 1992. The Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do Nucleus
encourages all of its members and fans of Brandon Bruce Lee to contribute to Brandon's Drama Scholarship Fund at Whitman College c/o the Development Office,
Walla, Walla, Washington, 99362. Tax deductible contribution information can be obtained by calling (509)527-5 165.
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'PROPERTY OF BRUCE [EE'
(Excerpts from the Bruce Lee library)
by John Little
This Month: Think on These Things, Author: Jiddu Krishnamurti
Publisher: Harper & Row, 1964
"Do ,vou knr.tw t'yhat it means to learn?

leaning )'ou dre learning
throughout your life and there is no one special teacher' to learn.fiont. Then eyerything
teaches ))ou -- a dead leaf, a bird in flight, a
smell, a tear, the rich antl the potn', those yt,ho
are crying, the sntile of a troman, the haughtiness oJ a ntan. You learn.from eyer)'thing,
thereJbre there is nr.t guide, nr.t philosopher, no
guru. Life itself is your teacher, and \ou are in
a state of constant learning. "
-- one of Bruce Lee's favorite passages
from the book liirrft On These Things by
Jiddu Krishnamurti
When 1,6v are reall,r-

It would not be a stretch to say that Jiddu
Krishnamurti -- a non-martial artist -- played a
significant role in the development of Jeet
Kune Do. While Bluce Lee (Jeet Kune Do's
founder) was by 1965 already well along in
his process of evolving away from traditional
methods and approaches to combat, on
November 19, 1966, an event happened that
would prove to have far reaching impact not
only upon Lee's martial art ar-rd its future
development, but also upon his lif-e and what
it would soon become.
It happened mundanely enough; Bruce
Lee walked into the Pickwick Bookshop,
which was then located on 6743 Hollywood
boulevard in Hollywood, California, and proceeded to engage himself in one of his
favorite pastimes -- pulusing the bookstore
shelves to check out the selection of fitness,
martial arts, business and philosophy titles.
Bruce Lee purchased three books that day:
Creative Selling by Charles Lohse (presumably because he woulcl be opening his third
Jun Fan Gung Fu Institute in L.A.'s
Chinatown in three short months), The
Fighting Man, a book on boxing that was
originally published in l9l6 (Lee was a
HUGE boxing fan) and finally, a book bearing
the intriguing title Think on These Things by a
philosopher named Jiddu Krishnamurti.
After reading this book, Bruce Lee was
never again the same. He would, over the next
six years and seven months of his life, pur'chase no less than 22 books by or about
Krishnamurti, and he was not particularly
fond of lending out his "repositories of knowledge" (as he referred to his books) to others,
as evidenced by this anecdote provided by
Australian actor (and one time James Bond)
George Lazenby:

Throughout his lif'etime, Bruce Lee was a prolific reader, thinker and writer. He amassed a
voluminous personal library that totaled well over 2,500 books. Possessing an extremely
active mind, not only did Bruce read these books but he also annotated the margins of
many of the titles with his own unique insights and extrapolations of the author's data.
Each issue of "Knowing Is Not Enough" provides members of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do with
an opportunity to spend some time alongside Bruce Lee in his library, discovering which
books held his interest, which ones did not, and which ones inspired within him a new bursl
of creative mental energy. We shall look at which passages inspired him to jot down notations and rvhich titles proved to be signposts in his own process of personal discovery and
martial mastery. A process that led to the formation of Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do.
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The inside front cover of Bruce Lee's personal copy of Jiddu Krishnamurti's Think on These Things, a book that held tremendous relevance to Bruce during the formative years of Jeet Kune Do.

"Bruce had the most fantastic libraly. Most of the books were on
fighting. Practically every book on fighting I'd ever seen. Also philosophy He had a linle shelf-- maybe three feet long -- devoted to fihn.* I
asked to borrow a book by Krishnamurti, and he said, 'No, people borrow my books for an hour, and I don't see them for years.' I thought I'd
offended him, but no. He said, 'Here, sit and read it here."' I
(* note: Bruce Lee's collection of fihn books was considerable,
totaling over 200 titles and taking up one entire book case. Lazenby
was probably referring to Bruce Lee's smaller library that was in his

ollice at Golden Harvest studios.)
By way of background on Krishnamufii (whose name lneans
"Krishna Incarnate)," he was born in Madanapalle, Andhra Pradesh in
1895. As a boy, he was 'discovered' by the leaders of the Theosophical
Society, who proclaimed him to be the future World Teacher. However,
in 1929, he disbanded the huge organization that had beerr built around
hirn, and declared that his intention was not to found new religions. but
to "set man absolutely, unconditionally free." From then on, for more
than half a century (until his death in 1986 fiom parlcreatic cancer), he
traveied ceaselessly all over the worlcl giving talks and holding dialogues, not as a guru but as a lover of truth.

In short, Krishnamurti's message was that truth is beyond the constructions of the human mind, beyond "the known, fbrrnulated or imagined," and that in the search lor tl'uth -- in any capacity -- "the first step
20

is the last step." In the sense that new beginnings held a special meaning fbr Krishnarnurti, a1l are beginners on the journey of life.
Given that there ale 27 chapters in the book, as well as an "index
to questions" to further enhance the reader's comprehension of the
material, space restrictions clo not allow me to reproduce here each and
every passage in Krisl-rnamurti's Think on These Things that Bruce Lee
found to be profour-rd or significant enough to warrant underlining.
However, I have leproduced many of these passages, in addition to all
of Bruce Lee's marginalia so that the reader might experience, alongside Bruce Lee, what passages stirred his own insights, and served to
sew the intellectual seeds for Lee's later extrapolations in tl-re evolution
and continued development of Jeet Kune Do. (Please note that in sentences wherein Lee had only underlined a statement or tl'agment, I have
enciosed the entire sentence within scluared brackets in order to provide
the reader some additional insight by way of lhe context in which
Krishnarnurti's statement was delivered in.
Chapter One: The Function of Education
Bruce Lee seemed inrpressed with the sirnpliclty and directness of
many of Krishanmurti's statements in this section, simple being content
to write brief page content synopsis in the margins. For example, Lee
underlined the Dassaqes:
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lwo of the annotated

pages fbund

within Bruce Lee's copy' of Think on These Things.

Not to imitatc but to discover'-- that is edlrcation.
fno one tells yolr to question. to find out tbr youlself u,hat God isl
because if 1,or.r were to rebel )'ou would become a alanger to all that is
tal se.

[Youl parcnts and society \\'ant ),ou to live satcly. and you also
want to 1i\re saf'el1'.1 Living sa1-ely generally mcans living ir inritltion

constantly obsclving. constantl)' learning. that you find truth, Gocl. or
lovel and you cannot incluire, obserue. lcau, you cannot be dccply
aware, if you are afraid. So thc lunction of education. sllt'ely, is to efadicate. inwardly as rvell as outwaldly. tl-ris fear that destroys Iruman
thought. human relatjonship and lorre.
* The cluotation marks are Brucc Lee's own.

and therefore in fear.

fThen there iue the so-called saints. the religior-rs gurus and theil'

fbllowers;l they also \\'ant power. position. here or in thc ncxt lif'e.
To sumrnarize r.vhat he took to tre the important points on this
page. Brr.rce Lee wfote "Education: to discover bllt not merely to in]itate" inside the top margin of the prge. and "Living saf'cly generally
nealls livil'lg in imitation and therelire in f'car'" inside the bottom margin of the page.
You are encoLrragcd to llt into the framework tl1'this disastrous
societyl youl'parents want you Lo do that. and )rou also want to fit in.
fWe rIr-rst creaLe immccliatcly an atlnosphere o1'lreedorn so that
you can live and flnd out 1b[ yourselves what is true. so that you
become intelligcnt,l so thut you are able to tacc thc rvorld "and undet'stand it. notiust confbrm to it."': so that inwarclly. cleepl1". psychologically you are in constant l'evolt: because it is onl1' those r.vho are in constant revolt that cliscovel what is true. not the man who confbrms. who
follorvs sorne tradition. It is only rvhen you ilrc constantly irrqr.riring,

Bruce Lee has writtcn "Ability to unclerstaud it. not.iLrst conlbrn.l
to it" inside the top rnargin of this pagc and placed cluotation narks
around "and unclerstancl it, not just confbrm to it" in the statelnent $rit
ten by Krishnamurti to further ar,rgment lhis statentent's si-qnifi!^ance.
fWhcther. here in Europe. in Americir or Russia. the worlci is tn a
If you sce the decay, yoLl have a challenge: you are
challenged to find a way of solving this urgent problern.l And how you
respond to thc challenge is impofiant, is it notl lf you responcl as a
Hindu [ol Buddhist, a Cl-rristian or il communist. then loLrr tesponre is
very linrited -- which is no response at al[. You car1 Iespond fully. adeqLrately only il there is no fear in you, only if you don't think as a
Hindu. a communist ol a capitalist. but as a total human being who is
trying to solve this problem...l
lDo ,vou know whal it means to learn? When you al'e really learnin-u you are learning thloughout your life and there is no one spccial
tcacher to leam fron-r. Then everything teaches you -- a dead leaf, a bird
in flight, a smcll, a tear. the rich and the poor, those who are crying, the
process of decay.
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...always to be what you are. but understand it.
fWhereas] if you look at what you actually are and understand it,
then in that very understanding there is a transformation.
[So freedom lies, not ir.r trying to become something different, nor
in doing whatever you happen to feel like doing, nor in tbllowing the
autholity of tradition, of your parents, of youl guru,l but in understanding what you are from moment to moment.
...your education encourages you to become something or other -but that is not the understandin-{ of yourself.
...when you don't want to be sornebody, when you don't imilate,
when you don't foliow -- which means, really, when you are in revolt
against he whole tradition of trying to become something. That is the
only true revolution, leading to extraordinary freedom. To cultivate this
freedom is the real function of education.
But there can be no fieedom as long as you are merely trying to
become somebody, or imitate a noble example.
To find out is not to come to a conclusion.
The moment you come to a conclusion as to what intelligence is,
you cease to be intelligent*. That is what most of the older people have
done: they have come to conclusions. Therefbre they have ceased to be
intelligent.
({' Bruce Lee wrote the word "style" in the margin after this sentence.

)

An intelligent mind is one which is constantly lealning. never concluding.
...a mind that is satisfied with an explanation is very supelficial
therefore it is not intelligent.
...an intelligent mind is a mind which is not satisfied with explanations, with conclusions, nor is it a mind that believes, because belief is
again another form of conclusion. An intelligent mind is an inquiring
mind, a rnind that is watching, learning, studying.
Intelligence is not knowledge.

Hollywood California, for Bruce Lee's copy of Think on These
Things. It would be a purchase that would have a profound impact
on his personal belief system and martial development.

In the rnargin at the bottom ofthe page from which the foregoing
excerpts were taken, Bruce Lee re-stated what he took to be
Krishnamurti's central thesis of this section, namely that, "An intelligent
mind is an INQUIRING mind. It is not satisfied with explanations, with

smile of a woman, the haughtiness of a man. You
learn from everything, therefore there is no guide, no
philosopher, no gulu.l Life itself is your teacher, and
you are in a state of constant learning.

This last sentence held much merit in Bruce
Lee's eyes, causing him to not only underline it and
then rewrite it inside the top margin of the page:
"Life itself is your teacher, and you are in a state of
constant learning," but also to write variations on it
in his daytime diaries "Daily discovery and understanding is the process of growth and learning," and
to share it with his students: "Man is constantly
growing. And when he is bound by a set pattem of
ideas of Way of doing things, that's when he stops
growing." Lee even referenced it when speaking with
joumalist Alex Ben Block in 1972, claiming that
"Man is always in a learning process. Whereas 'style'
is a concluding, established, solidified something,
you know? You cannot do that because you learn
every day as you grow on, grow older."
Chapter Two: The Problem of Freedom

Bruce Lee's first reading annotation in Chapter
22

"Freedom lies in understanding yourself from moment to moment."
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Inside the top margin of this page, Bruce Lee has written,
"Intelligence is the understanding of self."
Chapter Four: Listening
At the top of the first page containing rnnotations and underlining
by Bruce Lee, Lee has written, "Truth comes when your mind and heart
are purged of all sense of striving and you are no longer trying to
become somebody; it is there when the mind is very quiet, listening
timelessiy to everything."
Bruce Lee then went on to underline the followir-r-g passages:
Because there is no lasting happiness in the things we know.
Everything withers, decays.
Happiness does not come when you are striving fbr it -- and that is
the greatest secret...
*Truth comes into being when your mind and heart are purged of
all sense of striving and you are no longer trying to become somebody;
it is there when the mind is very quiet, listening timelessly to everything that is happening.

Bruce Lee (left) never believed in making movies that glorified viofor the sake of violence, he always infused deep philosophical
lessons within each of the films he had control over, including this
teacher/student scene from Enter the Dragon.
lence

it a mind that believes, because beliefis again
rnother lorm o[ conclusion.

conclusions; nor is

Continuing on fiom his last sentence, Krishnamurti writes:

[If you could read a1l the books in the wor]d it woLrld not give you
intelligence. Intelligence is something very subtle; it has no anchorage.
It comes into being only when you understand the total process of the
mind -- not the mind according to some philosopher or teacher, but
your own mind. Your mind is the result of all humanity, and when you
understand it you don't have to study a single book, because the mind
contains the whole knowledge of the past. So] intelligence comes into
being with the understanding of yourself; and you can understand yourself only in relation to the world of people, things and ideas.
[ntelligence is not something that you can acquire, like learning;l
it arises with great revolt, [that is, when there is no f'ear -- which means,
really,l when there is a sense of love.
...most of us have not the patience eamestly and consistently to
pursue this inquiry.

"Truth comes into being when your mind and heart are purged of
sense of striving and you are no longer trying to become somebody; it is there when the mind is very quiet, listening timelessly to
all

everything that is happening."
* This is the sentence that Bruce Lee wrote in the margin at the
top of the page.
As long as you are afraid of anyone or anything, there can be no
happiness.

fThere can be no happiness as long as you are afraid of your parents, your teachers, afiaid of not passing examinations,] afraid of not
making progress,[of not getting nearer to the Master, nearer to truth,] or
of not being approved of, patted on the back.
fYour teachers prepare you to pass examinations,] but they do not

talk to you about living, which is most important; [because very few
know how to live.] Most of us merely survive, we somehow drag along.
and therefbre life becomes a dreadful thing. Really to live requires a
great deal of love, a great feeling for silence, a great simplicity with an
abundance of experience; it requires a mind that is capabie of thinking
very clearly, that is not bound by prejudice or superstitions, by hope or
f'ear.

Like all serious students of Eastern thought, Bruce Lee availed
himself of an opportunity to visit India (the land of both the
Buddha and Krishnamurti's birth) in 1971. Here Bruce performs
perfectly executed flying side kick for the benefit of James

Chapter Nineteen: Knowledge and Tradition
a

But, you see, while knowledge is necessary at one level, at another

Coburnts camera.
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[The difficulty is to free the mind from the
known so that it can discover what is new all
the time. A great mathematician once told of
how he had been working on a problem for a
number of days and could not find the solution.
One morning, as he was taking a walk as usual,
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As the lone martial artist espousing individual freedom rather than tradition, Bruce Lee
alwavs stood out from the crowd.

he suddenly saw the answer. What had happened?l His mind, being quiet, was free to look
at the problem, and the problern itself revealed
the answer. One must have information about a
problem, but the mind must be free of that information to find the answer.
lMost of us learn fact, gather information
or knowledge,] but the mind never learns how to
be quiet, how to be free from all the turmoiis of
life, from the soil in which problems take root.
We join societies, adhere to some philosophy,
give ourselves over to a belief, but all this is
utterly useless because it does not solve our
human problems. On the contrary, it brings
greater misery, greater sorrow. What is needed is
not philosophy or belief. but for the mind to be
free to investigate, to discover and to be creat1ve.

level it becomes a hindrance. There is a great deal of knowledge available about physical existence, and it is being added to, all the time. It is
essential to have such knowledge and fo utilize it for the benefit of
man. But is there not another kind of knowledge which, at the psychological level, becomes a hindrance to the discovery of what is true?
After all, knowledge is a fbrm of tradition, is it not? And tradition is the
cultivation of memory. Tradition in mechanical affairs is essential, but
when tradition is used as a means of guiding man inwardly, it becomes
a hindrance lo the discovery of greater things.
Knowledge is a hindrance when it becomes a tradition, a belief
which guides the mind, the psyche, the inward being; and it also
divides people. Have you noticed how people ail over the world are
divided into groups, calling themselves Hindus, Moslems, Buddhists,
Christians, and so on? What divides them? Not the investigations of
science, not the knowledge of agriculture, of how to build bridges or fly
jet planes. What divides people is tradition, beliefs which condition the
mind in a certain way.
[So knowledge is a hindrance when it has become] a tradition
which shapes or conditions the mind to a particular pattem, because
then it not only divides people and creates enmity between them, but it
also prevents the deep discovery of what is truth, what is life, lwhat is
God.l To discover what is God, the mind must be free of all tradition,
of a1l accumulation, of all knowledge which it uses as a psychological

There must first be freedom of the mind fol creativeness to take
place, and then technique can be used to express that creativeness. But
to have the technique is meaningless without a creative mind, without
the extraordinary creativeness which comes with the discovery of what
is true.
Notes on text:
1.) George Lazenby quoted from an article entitled "007 to Zero
and Return? James Bond, No. 2, hits the comeback trail" by Bob
Birchard. The article appeared in FIGHTING STARS magazine, Vo1. II
No.5. Oct. '75.

safeguard.

The function of education is to give the student abundant knowledge in the various fields of human endeavor and at the same time to
free his mind from all tradition so that he is able to investigate, to find
out, to discover. Otherwise the mind becomes mechanical, burdened
with the machinery of knowledge. Unless it is constantly freeing itself
from the accumulations of tradition, the mind is incapable of discovering the Supreme,...
So knowledge, which is the cultivation of memory is useful and
necessary at a certain level, but at another level it becomes a detriment.
To recognize the distinction -- to see where knowledge is destructive
and has to be put aside, and where it is essential and to be allowed to

function with as much amplitude as possible -- is the beginning of intelligence.

...but nobody helps you to be free of all traditions so that "from the
very beginning"'* your mind is fresh, eager and therefbre capable of
discovering something totally new all the time. The philosophies, theories and beliefs which you acquire from books, and which become your
tradition, are really a hindlance to the mind, because the mind uses
these things as a means of its own "psychological security"* and is
therefore conditioned by them. So it is necessary both to free the mind
from all tradition, and at the same time to cultivate knowledge, technique; and this is the function of education.
* The quotation marks are Bruce Lee's own.

z1

"There must first be freedom of the mind for creativeness to take
place, and then technique can be used to express that creativeness.
But to have technique is meaningless without a creative mind, without the extraordinary creativeness which comes with the discovery
of what is true." Words written by Krishnamurti that Bruce Lee
agreed with whole-heartedly.
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